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Abstract
We investigate the potential of rule-based systems for the task of offensive text detection in English and German, and
demonstrate their effectiveness in low-resource settings, as an alternative or addition to transfer learning across tasks and
languages. Task definitions and annotation guidelines used by existing datasets show great variety, hence state-of-the-art
machine learning models do not transfer well across datasets or languages. Furthermore, such systems lack explainability
and pose a critical risk of unintended bias. We present simple rule systems based on semantic graphs for classifying offensive
text in two languages and provide both quantitative and qualitative comparison of their performance with deep learning
models on 5 datasets across multiple languages and shared tasks.
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1. Introduction
The task of offensive text detection, especially as applied
to social media has seen a rise of interest in recent years,
with many overlapping definitions of categories such as
toxicity, hate speech, profanity etc. Datasets are con-
structed using different sets of class definitions corre-
sponding to different annotation instructions, and ma-
chine learning models that learn patterns of one dataset
may perform poorly on another. Modern deep learning
models also offer little or no explainability of their de-
cisions, and their potential for unintended bias reduces
their applicability in real-world scenarios such as auto-
matic content moderation. In this paper we present a
rule-based approach, a semi-automatic method for con-
structing patterns over Abstract Meaning Representa-
tions (AMR graphs) built from input text, and evaluate
its potential as an alternative to machine learning for
offensive text detection using five datasets of English and
German social media text. Our quantitative analysis com-
pares the rule-based method to both monolingual and
multilingual deep learning models trained on data from
each language and shared task, demonstrating its poten-
tial in low-resource settings as an alternative or addition
to transfer learning. Our qualitative analysis examines
the decisions made by each system on samples of 100-
100 texts from both languages and provides a subjective
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categorization of their errors to demonstrate the sensi-
tivity of quantitative evaluation to the characteristics of
individual datasets and their potentially controversial
annotations. The main contributions of the paper are the
following:

• A rule-based method for offensive text detection
using semantic parsing and graph patterns

• 5 high-precision rule systems for English and Ger-
man offensive text detection based on datasets
from two shared tasks

• Quantitative evaluation of our rule systems, deep
learning baselines, and their ensembles across 5
datasets, demonstrating that rule based and hy-
brid systems can outperform deep learning mod-
els in cross-dataset and cross-language settings.

• Detailed error analysis of each system on sam-
ples of 100 posts each from one English and one
German dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview
of related work and the most important shared tasks and
datasets is given in Section 2. The datasets used in our
experiments are described in Section 3. Our method for
constructing AMR-based rule systems is presented in
Section 4 and our experiments are described in Section 5.
Quantitative evaluation is presented and discussed in
Section 6, the qualitative analysis on samples from two
datasets is provided in Section 7. All software for ex-
periments as well as the rule-based systems presented is
available as open-source software under an MIT license
from https://github.com/GKingA/offensive_text.
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2. Related Work
Datasets As pointed out already in a 2017 survey [1],
the definition of offensive text varies greatly across datasets,
which makes the portability of deep learning models for
offensive text detection a hard problem. Annual shared
tasks on hate speech detection and related tasks may use
similar definitions year after year, but there is great vari-
ation when moving from one shared task to another and
models that achieve high quantitative results on their
targeted test set don’t generalize well (see [2] for a re-
cent survey). In this paper we shall experiment on yearly
datasets from two tasks that both use the same labeling
scheme for offensive text, HASOC [3] and GermEval [4].
Both challenges define a binary classification of social
media texts (Tweets or Facebook comments) into the of-
fensive and non-offensive classes, and a fine-grained clas-
sification of the offensive category into the subclasses
abusive, insulting, and profane. A detailed description
of these tasks and datasets will be given in Section 3.
The OLID and SOLID datasets of SemEval 2019 [5] and
2020 [6] use task definitions similar to GermEval. Other
widely used datasets with a narrower scope include the
data provided by the TRAC [7, 8] and HatEval [9] shared
tasks. TRAC contains English, Hindi and Bangla data
from Twitter and Facebook and annotation focuses on
the categories aggression and misogyny, the HatEval task
is concerned with hate speech directed at immigrants or
women in English and Spanish Twitter data.

Approaches Most systems for offensive text detection
rely on distributional text representations, including both
static [10] and contextual embeddings [8, 11]. As in many
popular text classification tasks, the most widely used
neural language models are based on the Transformer ar-
chitecture [12], and in particular BERT-based models [13]
are the basis of the state of the art machine learning sys-
tems formost datasets, including the best-performing sys-
tems on GermEval2021 [14], GermEval2019 [15], HASOC
2020 English [16] and HASOC 2020 German [8, 17]. Top
systems enhance quantitative performance by optimiz-
ing metaparameters such as maximum sentence length
or number of training epochs [18, 19], by training on
joint subtask labels [20] or utilizing multiple Transformer
based models to counteract the small dataset sizes [14],
by pretraining on additional hate speech corpora [21],
training jointly on different corpora [8], or by using ad-
versarial learning [22]. Further deep learning methods
used in offensive text detection include LSTMs [23, 24],
CNNs [25, 26], or both [27], sentence embeddings [28],
and ensembles of multiple machine learning models [27,
29].

Explainability and rule learning The interpretability
of NLP models and the explainability of their decisions

is subject of growing interest, also as part of the broader
research area of explainable artificial intelligence (xAI).
Deep learning models are considered black boxes in most
applications and efforts to interpret them are generally
limited to feature weight visualizations with limited valid-
ity (see e.g. [30], [31], and [32] for the controversy about
using attention weights as explanation). Yet even the
more mature methods for interpreting neural networks
(e.g. LIME [33]) do not offer the kind of transparency
of ML models that would allow developers to customize
their functionality the way a domain expert can update a
traditional rule system. In this work we experiment with
a rudimentarymethod for semi-automatic, human-in-the-
loop (HITL) learning of simple rule systems over semantic
graphs. Recent approaches to automatic learning of rule
systems for NLP tasks range from the learning of first
order logic formulae over semantic representations us-
ing neural networks [34] and integer programming [35]
to the training of probabilistic grammars over seman-
tic graphs [36]. Human-in-the-loop (HITL) approaches
involve generating rule candidates to be reviewed by
experts, e.g. by extracting textual patterns [37] or seman-
tic structures [38]. Rule-based approaches are also often
combined with ML methods, e.g. by incorporating lexical
features into DL architectures [39, 40] or voting between
rule-based and ML systems [41, 42, 43].

3. Data
In this section we introduce datasets from the GermEval
and HASOC shared tasks, which are the basis of all our
quantitative experiments in Section 5 and our qualitative
analysis in Section 7. We choose two recent tasks that use
identical labeling schemes and also have one language in
common (German) allowing us to perform various cross-
dataset experiments. Our experiments involve datasets
in German and English only, these are the two languages
for which we are able to build rule systems and also
perform qualitative analysis (see Section 7) in addition to
quantitative results, allowing us to investigate the ability
of both ML and rule-based models to transfer between
tasks as well as languages.

The GermEval shared task was organized in 2018 [44],
2019 [45], and 2021 [4]. German Twitter posts were anno-
tated for the 2018 and 2019 challenges, the 2021 task used
comments from a news-related Facebook group. The
2018 and 2019 Twitter datasets consist of posts from 100
user timelines and is limited to tweets in German that
are not retweets, do not contain URLs, and contain at
least 5 alphabetic tokens. The dataset is not a random
sample of posts meeting these criteria, users were heuris-
tically selected to ensure a high ratio of offensive tweets
(further details on this selection were not given), then
the dataset was debiased using additional tweets with



non-offensive words that were observed to be overrepre-
sented in offensive posts, such as Merkel or Flüchtlinge
‘refugees’. The 2021 edition of Germeval featured a collec-
tion of comments from the Facebook page of a German
political talk show. The 2021 training data was collected
between January and June of 2019, while the test set is
from between September and December of 2020. The
dataset has been anonymized to comply with Facebook’s
guidelines for publishing data. The datasets from 2018
and 2019 categorize the offensive texts further into three
categories, profanity, insult, and abuse and defines offen-
sive text as the union of these categories, this is identical
to the definition used at HASOC. The 2021 dataset does
not contain such fine-grained labels and defines offensive
texts as the union of screaming, vulgar language, insults,
sarcasm, discrimination, discrediting, and accusation of
lying.

The Hate Speech and Offensive Content Identification
in English and Indo-Aryan Languages (HASOC) shared
task was inspired by GermEval and OffensEval and was
organized in 2019 [46], 2020 [47], and 2021 [3]. The
dataset from 2019 contained tweets and Facebook com-
ments in English, Hindi and German. Offensive posts
were selected based on keywords and hashtags, and de-
biased similarly to the process described by GermEval
organizers. From 2020 datasets were selected by training
a Support Vector Machine classifier (SVM) on a collection
of hate speech datasets and using this classifier to select
the tweets to be annotated for the dataset. Following
the definition of the 2019 and 2020 GermEval challenges,
each HASOC task distinguishes between three types of
offensive text, those displaying profanity (PRFN), offense
(OFFN), or hate (HATE). The binary classification of offen-
sive texts considers the union of these three categories,
and both our quantitative experiments in Section 5 and
our qualitative analysis in Section 7 are concerned with
this task only.

4. Method
In our quantitative experiments as well as in our error
analysis we compare the performance of standard deep
learning models with rule-based systems that define sets
of patterns over AMR graphs built from the texts of posts
to be classified. For the DL models we use standard archi-
tectures without modification, technical details will be
described along with the experimental setup in Section 5.

Our rule-based solutions are built using POTATO1 [48],
a framework that enables the rapid construction of graph-
based rule systems and has recently been used for text
classification in multiple domains and languages. Input
text is parsed into Abstract Meaning Representations
(AMR, [49]), directed graphs of concepts representing

1https://github.com/adaamko/POTATO

the semantics of each sentence. For English texts we use
a pretrained Transformer-based AMR parser [50] and the
amrlib2 library, for German we construct AMRs from
text using amultilingual, transition-based system [51] via
the amr-eager-multilingual3 library. A rule system
for a task consists of lists of patterns over graph repre-
sentations of text for each possible class, and a text is
predicted to belong to a given class iff at least one pattern
in the class’s list of patterns matches the corresponding
graph. Graphs must be directed and can be edge- and/or
node-labeled. Individual patterns are directed graphs
whose edge and node labels may be strings or regular
expressions (regexes) defining sets of possible labels, and
a graph pattern with regexes for labels defines the set of
all graphs whose corresponding node and edge labels are
matched by those regexes. Patterns can also be negated
and a conjunction of patterns used as a single rule, a com-
plete rule system can therefore be considered as a single
boolean statement in disjunctive normal form (DNF) of
boolean predicates corresponding to graph patterns, in
this regard the method is similar to the approach of [35]
and [34] (see Section 2).

To construct rule systems efficiently, POTATO imple-
ments a form of human-in-the-loop (HITL) learning. For
each training dataset we consider all AMR graphs and
generate a list of frequently occurring subgraphs with at
most 2 edges, then rank them based on their importance
for the classification task. For this we use subgraphs as
features to train a decision tree on the dataset using the
sklearn library and then rank these features based on
their Gini coefficient. The maximum size of subgraphs
is a free parameter of the system but must be kept low
to limit the search space. We thus obtain a ranked list of
relevant graph patterns that we can use to construct our
rule systems manually. We shall describe the individual
rule systems built for our experiments in Section 5.

5. Experiments
Quantitative evaluation is performed using 5 datasets.
For English we train models using the three datasets
from the 2019-2021 editions of the HASOC shared task,
for German we use the 2021 GermEval dataset (the train-
ing portion of which is from earlier editions of GermEval)
and the 2020 HASOC corpus (see Section 3 for details on
each dataset). We train standard BERT-based classifiers
on each dataset and compare them with rule systems we
built manually. We investigate the ability of models to
transfer between tasks by evaluating each of them on the
test sets of all other datasets as well. We also attempt
transfer learning between English and German data, by
training models using multilingual BERT on datasets

2https://amrlib.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3https://github.com/mdtux89/amr-eager-multilingual
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from one language and evaluating them on the other lan-
guage. Finally, we also measure the contribution of our
rule-based system to DL models by evaluating the union
of their predicted positive labels, i.e. by considering the
strategy of classifying a text as offensive iff at least one
of multiple models would classify it as such. In this sec-
tion we provide details of our deep learning experiments,
followed by an overview of our rule systems built from
each dataset using the method in Section 4. Results and
discussion follow in Section 6.

Deep learning models For training BERT-based mod-
els we preprocess text data by replacing emoticons with
their textual representation using the emoji Python li-
brary, then removing hashtag symbols and substituting
currencies and urls with special tags using the regex-
based library clean-text4. Finally, we use our own regu-
lar expressions for masking usernames, media tags, and
moderators, by replacing each with the [USER] tag. For
both languages we fine-tune a language specific pre-
trained BERTmodel (bert-base-german-cased for Ger-
man and bert-base-uncased for English) as well as the
multilingual model (bert-base-multilingual-cased).
On each dataset we then train onemodel with the language-
specific BERT and one with multilingual BERT. Each of
the 6 datasets consists of a train and test portion. For
selecting training metaparameters we further divide the
train portions of each dataset into into train and valida-
tion sets, using a 3:1 ratio, then for the final experiments
we train our models using the full training datasets and
evaluate them on the test sets. For each dataset we train
a neural network with a single linear classification head
on top of BERT. Hyper-parameters are set based on per-
formance on the validation set. We use Adam optimizer
with a weight decay value of 10−5 and initial learning
rate of 10−5. We use the balanced weighted loss func-
tion of sklearn,5 to compensate for unbalanced labels, as
suggested by [52]. We set batch size to 8 and train each
model for 10 epochs, then determine the optimal number
of iterations based on their F-score on the validation set.

Rule based system For building and applying our
AMR-based rule systems we parse all text with language-
specific text-to-AMR parsers (see Section 4 for details).
The only preprocessing step we apply is the replacement
of emoticons, as described in the previous paragraph.
We build rule systems based on each of the 5 training
datasets (HASOC 2019-2021 for English, GermEval 2021
and HASOC 2020 for German). Rule systems were built
semi-automatically by the authors, based only on the
training portions of each dataset, test sets were excluded
from the process entirely and even validation sets were

4The dependencies and BERT models are noted in our repository
5https://scikit-learn.org/

only used for quantitative evaluation, but not for HITL
learning or manual analysis.

In each of the 5 rule systems the rules with the highest
yield are those that consist of a single node, i.e. that
refer to the presence of a single word in the text. The
majority of these words are in themselves profane and/or
insulting. In English rule systems top keywords include
asshole, stupid, bitch, shit, fuck as well as useless and dis-
grace. In German rule sets the top words that trigger the
offensive label in themselves also include ficken ‘fuck’,
porno, hurensohn ‘son of a bitch’, arsch ‘ass’ and scheiße
‘shit’. Rules with multiple nodes typically serve to sepa-
rate offensive and non-offensive occurrences of a word.
For example, the word shame is present in over 200 of-
fensive posts of the English HASOC 2021 dataset, but
as a keyword rule it would also yield 43 false positives.
Using a pattern over AMR graphs we can filter occur-
rences of the word by the object (ARG1) of shame and
construct the rule shame

𝐴𝑅𝐺1
−−−−−→ (media|person|publica-

tion|they|you|party|have|government), which yields only 8
false positives for 103 true positives. Another example of
patterns over multiple nodes are rules covering negation.
For example, in the rule system based on the GermEval

2021 training set, the rule normal
𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑖𝑡𝑦
−−−−−−→ − matches all

posts where the word normal is negated, such as in the
sentence Das ist doch nicht mehr normal! ‘That’s just not
normal anymore!’. The complete rule lists built from each
of the 5 datasets is available from our repository.

6. Results
The shared tasks we focus on each evaluate classifiers
by measuring precision, recall, and F1-score on both the
offensive and non-offensive class, and systems are ranked
based on the macro-average F-score.

HASOC organizers argue that using macro-average
F1-score counteracts class imbalance [46]. We follow
this practice in our evaluation, especially since many of
the top participating systems do not publish scores for
individual classes. Our main results on the test portions
of each of the 5 corpora is presented in Table 1. On each
dataset we evaluate DL models trained on data from the
same task, on data from the other task of the same lan-
guage, on all data in the language, or on all data from the
other language (using multilingual BERT). Additionally
we evaluate our dataset-specific rule systems and the
pairwise unions of various systems. We also present the
scores of the top-performing system for each dataset.

The DL models trained on data from the same task
achieve the best results. Thesemodels are typicallywithin
a few percentage points of the best models, and are not
improved significantly with the addition of the rule sys-
tem. Rule systems achieve the highest precision values

https://scikit-learn.org/


Test System Offensive Other Macro avg
P R F P R F P R F

D
E
G
er
m
Ev

al
20

21

Rules 65.4 9.7 16.9 64.6 97.0 77.5 65.0 53.3 58.6
DE-all 72.9 35.4 47.7 70.8 92.3 80.1 71.9 63.8 67.6
DE-GermEval 56.7 48.6 52.3 72.0 78.1 75.0 64.4 63.3 63.8
DE-HASOC 69.6 11.1 19.2 65.0 97.1 77.9 67.3 54.1 60.0
DE-GermEval2021 67.3 19.4 30.2 66.5 94.4 78.1 66.9 56.9 61.5
EN-all-multi 53.4 20.0 29.1 65.6 89.7 75.8 59.5 54.9 57.1
DE-all ∪ Rules 69.8 40.3 51.1 71.8 89.7 79.8 70.8 65.0 67.8
EN-all-multi ∪ Rules 54.9 27.4 36.6 67.0 86.7 75.6 60.9 57.1 58.9
DE-all ∪ EN-all-multi 62.3 44.9 52.2 72.1 84.0 77.6 67.2 64.4 65.8
DE-all ∪ EN-all-multi ∪ Rules 60.9 48.9 54.2 73.0 81.5 77.0 66.9 65.2 66.0
FHAC - - - - - - 73.1 70.4 71.8

D
E
H
A
SO

C
20

20

Rules 92.4 28.3 43.4 77.0 99.0 86.6 84.7 63.7 72.7
DE-all 55.4 93.0 69.4 96.0 69.1 80.3 75.7 81.0 78.3
DE-GermEval 47.7 90.7 62.5 93.9 59.0 72.5 70.8 74.8 72.8
DE-HASOC 66.6 81.7 73.4 91.7 83.1 87.2 79.1 82.4 80.7
DE-HASOC2020 69.6 74.7 72.0 89.2 86.5 87.8 79.4 80.6 80.0
EN-all-multi 57.4 49.0 52.9 80.2 85.0 82.5 68.8 67.0 67.9
DE-all ∪ Rules 55.4 93.3 69.6 96.2 69.1 80.4 75.8 81.2 78.4
EN-all-multi ∪ Rules 62.1 61.7 61.9 84.2 84.5 84.3 73.2 73.1 73.1
DE-all ∪ EN-all-multi 51.1 94.7 66.4 96.6 62.6 76.0 73.8 78.6 76.2
DE-all ∪ EN-all-multi ∪ Rules 51.2 95.0 66.5 96.8 62.6 76.0 74.0 78.8 76.3
HASOCOne - - - - - - - - 77.9

EN
H
A
SO

C
20

21

Rules 87.2 45.1 59.5 49.5 89.0 63.7 68.4 67.1 67.7
EN-all 80.3 95.2 87.2 88.7 61.5 72.6 84.5 78.4 81.3
EN-HASOC2021 84.8 83.3 84.1 73.2 75.4 74.3 79.0 79.3 79.2
DE-all-multi 82.7 23.9 37.1 42.2 91.7 57.8 62.4 57.8 60.0
DE-GermEval-multi 77.8 18.9 30.4 40.5 91.1 56.1 59.2 55.0 57.0
DE-HASOC-multi 70.6 22.6 34.2 39.8 84.5 54.1 55.2 53.5 54.3
EN-all ∪ Rules 79.8 95.6 87.0 89.2 60.0 71.8 84.5 77.8 81.0
DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 84.1 53.9 65.7 52.2 83.2 64.2 68.2 68.6 68.4
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi 79.3 95.5 86.6 88.8 58.8 70.7 84.0 77.1 80.4
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 78.8 95.7 86.4 89.1 57.3 69.8 83.9 76.5 80.1
NLP-CIC - - - - - - - - 83.1

EN
H
A
SO

C
20

20

Rules 95.3 74.6 83.7 78.6 96.2 86.5 86.9 85.4 86.2
EN-all 90.2 90.5 90.3 90.2 89.9 90.1 90.2 90.2 90.2
EN-HASOC2020 91.5 91.6 91.5 91.3 91.2 91.3 91.4 91.4 91.4
DE-all-multi 79.3 20.9 33.1 53.7 94.4 68.5 66.5 57.7 61.8
DE-GermEval-multi 66.9 12.3 20.7 51.0 93.8 66.0 58.9 53.0 55.8
DE-HASOC-multi 75.5 19.5 30.9 53.0 93.5 67.7 64.3 56.5 60.1
EN-all ∪ Rules 89.6 91.0 90.3 90.6 89.2 89.9 90.1 90.1 90.1
DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 89.8 78.7 83.9 80.6 90.8 85.4 85.2 84.8 85.0
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi 86.6 91.9 89.2 91.2 85.4 88.2 88.9 88.6 88.8
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 86.0 92.3 89.1 91.5 84.6 87.9 88.7 88.5 88.6
IIITK - - - - - - - - 93

EN
H
A
SO

C
20

19

Rules 73.2 35.1 47.4 81.6 95.7 88.1 77.4 65.4 70.9
EN-all 59.6 76.7 67.1 91.4 82.7 86.8 75.5 79.7 77.5
EN-HASOC2019 59.0 75.3 66.2 91.0 82.5 86.5 75.0 78.9 76.9
DE-all-multi 53.1 47.9 50.4 83.2 85.9 84.5 68.1 66.9 67.5
DE-GermEval-multi 51.0 34.4 41.1 80.3 89.0 84.4 65.7 61.7 63.6
DE-HASOC-multi 43.0 33.3 37.6 79.4 85.3 82.2 61.2 59.3 60.2
EN-all ∪ Rules 57.5 77.4 66.0 91.5 80.9 85.9 74.5 79.2 76.8
DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 55.0 63.5 58.9 87.2 82.7 84.9 71.1 73.1 72.1
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi 51.5 82.6 63.5 92.8 74.1 82.4 72.1 78.4 75.1
EN-all ∪ DE-all-multi ∪ Rules 50.2 83.0 62.6 92.8 72.6 81.5 71.5 77.8 74.5
YNU_wb - - - - - - - - 78.8

Table 1
Quantitative performance of models on 5 datasets. The language codes are DE for German and EN for English. The ‘all’
denotes the language specific BERT model trained on all datasets of that language, ‘all-multi’ is multilingual BERT trained on
all language specific data, and ‘Rules’ is the rule-based system trained on the train set corresponding to the test. The union of
two or more models means classifying a text as offensive iff at least one of the models classifies it as offensive. Previously
published top systems included for comparison are FHAC [14], ComMA [8], HASOCOne [17], IIIT_DWD [24], IIITK [16], and
YNU_wb [23]. The NLP-CIC team, whose system was reported by shared task organizers to have achieved the highest F1
score on the shared task [3], did not publish a description of their methods, and is only included for the sake of completeness.

on each dataset, which is by design and at the expense
of recall. The effect of rules as an enhancement is consid-
erable in the case of the transfer learning scenarios, both
between tasks and languages. Since rules are generally

high-precision, most models’ performance is improved
by considering their union with the task-specific rule sys-
tem. (taking the union of two or more binary classifiers
means classifying a text as offensive iff at least one of the



models classifies it as such). This effect can be observed
on both German and English datasets. On the German
HASOC dataset, where the EN-multi model is in itself
more than 20 points below the F-score on the offensive
class achieved by the model trained on the training data
corresponding to the test set (DE-HASOC), but adding la-
bels predicted by the rule-based system closes almost half
of this gap, raising F-score from 52.9 to 61.9. On the 2019
English HASOC dataset the effect is similar, rules close
about half of the performance gap between German and
English models. This effect shows the potential of simple
rule systems in low-resource scenarios where training
data is only available for other languages and/or for other
tasks/genres. On some datasets, our rule systems work
well as standalone solutions as well. In case of the 2020
English dataset our rules achieve 83.7 F-score on the of-
fensive class, compared to 90.3 of the best DL system.
We believe that in real-world applications, e.g. automatic
content moderation, such a system may be preferred de-
spite its lower performance, due to its transparency and
the fact that its precision is above 95%.

7. Error Analysis
In this section we perform manual error analysis on sam-
ples of 100 posts each of the 2021 datasets for each lan-
guage (GermEval for German and HASOC for English).
Samples were selected randomly and classified by each
of the models described and evaluated in previous sec-
tions. Here we provide an overview of errors made by
each model and cite selected examples. The quantitative
results on this sample are noted in the README of our
repository. Errors made by our models are grouped into
what we consider to be typical error classes, but we note
that such a categorization is subjective and is made solely
for the purpose of discussion and presentation of the re-
sults of our manual analysis. The examples we refer to in
our discussion below are presented in Table 2, a full list
of errors made by each of the systems as well as quanti-
tative evaluation of each classifier on the two samples is
available in our repository.

The largest error class consists of false negative predic-
tions that are clearly offensive and some models failed to
detect them as such. These include e.g. the profanity in
FNen14†‡ or the insult in FNde1*†‡.

Another major group consists of posts on controver-
sial/sensitive topicswhose status as offensive/non-offensive
is influenced by both form and content and is also proba-
bly controversial. False positive predictions in this group
include texts that express strong negative opinions in a
relatively civil way (FPde2*, FPde4*), while false nega-
tives are those that may have been annotated as offensive
because of their tone (FNen1*†‡, FNen2*†‡).

Ground truth annotations are inconsistent aboutwhether

the presence of profanity alone warrants the offensive
label. The posts FPen1*‡ and FPen2*†, which have been
predicted as offensive by several of our models and con-
tain words such as fuck and bitch, are annotated as non-
offensive. One might attribute these annotations to the
lack of hostile intent in these posts, but this would be
in sharp contrast with FNen22† and FNen23†, which
contain the same words, also lack any offensive content,
but are nevertheless annotated as offensive (and profane
in particular).

The German sample, taken from the GermEval dataset
containing longer Facebook comments, also contained
several instances of sarcasm, which typically resulted in
false negative predictions such as FNde4*†‡ and FNde5*†‡.
Finally, the English sample contained several examples
of data error, such as the inclusion of non-English text
(FNen3†‡) or encoding issues (FNen13†‡).

ID Text

FNen14†‡ Howmany people you planning to shag in September? — one person.
the rest are a bonus https://t.co/FcS1FpxSvE

FNde1*†‡ @USER solch sinnfreie Beiträge…

FPde2* Schauspielen kann er nicht. Und inzwischen meint er, Ahnung von
Allem zu haben. Schlimm dieser Typ

FPde4* @USER…äh, Verzeihung! Fangen Sie doch einfach mal bei sich
selbst, mit Ihren unnützen Motorrädern, an!

FNen1*†‡ @timesofindia How dare they call it Indian variant when they dint
call it a #wuhanvirus or #chinesevirus?? India should file a legal case
against WHO and China in international court.

FNen2*†‡ Sad reality of Indian news channels. A minute by minute coverage
of elections while a common man struggles to find #covid treatment
essentials. Useless News channels. #COVIDSecondWaveInIndia
#CoronaPandemic #IndiaCovidCrisis #COVID19India #IndiaChoked
#aajtak #zeenews #ABPnews

FPen1*‡ miya four creeps into every thought i have what the fuck
FPen2*† @imtillyherron Happy MF birthday to my fave bitch out there!!

thank you for always being YOU and for showingme that I shouldn’t
have to worry about what others might say thank you for being my
motivation, my idol who radiates nothing but positive energ

FNen22† Bitch I done did so much today I’m tired
FNen23† would you fuck me? - ash — Idk who ash is? So you gotta tell me

lol https://t.co/I0Jj7LNEho

FNde4*†‡ @USER Sie sind Hellseher?
FNde5*†‡ Oh…die Frau hat eine Glaskugel ? Ist ja interessant.

FNen3†‡ @ANI Naa desh ko corona se bachaya Naa WB elections jeeta itna
campaigning ke baad Seriously Modi is big failure for India than
what I thought. #ResignPMmodi

FNen13†‡ Windy says oh ya hoor sir… No long in. Shattered. Got myself a
wee part time job. 3 days a month. First day. 12 hour shift. Bollocks
ðŸ˜®ðŸ¤¦ðŸ�»â€�â™‚ï¸�ðŸ¤£ Think Iâ€™ll give ma sel a 9/10 the
day though. What an absolute fuking stonker eh ðŸ˜ŽðŸ”¥ðŸ™Œ

Table 2
Sample texts misclassified by any of our systems, grouped
by error type. Text IDs indicate false positive (FP) or false
negative (FN) and the models that made the false prediction.
* denotes the language specific BERT model, † refers to the
multilingual BERT model, ‡ marks the rule-based system.
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